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The Cracker Solace. Then following on after the sucking
habit, and possibly as a result of it, is the cracker habit. If
baby is taken anywhere,—to church, for instance,—where he
is supposed to be still for a few minutes, crackers are taken
along. This is done with the idea of keeping him quiet. And
the poor mother, whose only relief from her baby's pullings and
frettings is in the quiet that results from the cracker indulgence,
can hardly be blamed for doing the only thing that she knows
will lessen the nervous strain. The entire program of such a
baby is wrong, and the only thing to do is to begin at the bottom
and, by regular schedule and proper training, turn the tables
so that mother will be leader and teacher instead of slave, and
baby a happy and contented pupil.
The Slapping Habit, Tf baby doesn't get what he wants,
if his will is crossed, he slaps, hits, or throws. This often begins
when baby is about a year old, and is usually dealt with in one of
two or three different ways. Since the slap doesn't hurt any-
body, the response from older folks may be just a laugh because
it looks so cute. After it has happened several times and has
come to be somewhat of an annoyance, mother says, "No, no/1
As the habit grows, the "No, no's" are said more energetically,
and baby comes rather to enjoy the issue. Some day when baby
happens to hurt mother by a slap directly in her face, she, with
a great deal of irritation in her voice, repeats her usual remon-
strance, this time emphasizing it with a shake that arouses baby's
temper and elicits yells of bitter resentment. How much better,
simpler, and easier for both mother and baby for his hands to
have been smartly slapped each time he indulged in such emo-
tional display! One such reaction on mother's part may be
sufficient, but two or three at the most are enough to arouse
baby's power of inhibition and self-control, as far as that par-
ticular thing is concerned.
One little chap of two years that I knew was in the habit of
hitting with whatever he might happen to have in his hand any
individual who chanced to displease him* Toy rake, pliers, toy
engine, tin pan, and the like were among the weapons he used in
such a formidable way. I should like very much for the oppo-
nents of corporal punishment to suggest a better way of dealing

